Are you looking for a life changing experience while studying abroad?
Take your time.. enjoy the scenery.. make unforgettable memories while enhancing your English skill in BECI.
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Website: www.beci.co.kr
Tel: 070-7079-2217
Email: info@becijapan.com

BECI &
BECI STORY
---------------------------Are you dreaming of a Smart Language
Training? REGISTER at BECI Academy!
---------------------------BECI Language Academy is starting a new chapter of its
success story in the ESL field by moving into a new Home
where it will continue its 15 years of excellent and quality
ESL education. Recently, BECI successfully upgraded its
academic infrastructure and completed modernizing its
physical facilities in support of the most idealistic language
academy. We have perfectly equipped the academy with
infrastructures geared toward assuring the best
performance of students. These include continuous TESOL
training program for teachers, general personnel changes,
and
reorganization of graduate programs. We have also
modernized our dormitory, lecture building, community
facilities, and all our institute’s equipment. All these things
speak of BECI Language Academy’s strength.
After training in BECI language academy, we hope that all
of the students would not only improve their linguis tic
ability but also remember BECI Language Academy as a
warm and remote place with beautiful memories.

BECI Academy

PHILIPPINES
AND BAGUIO

Baguio Cathedral,
Philippines

The Philippines
Horseback Riding

-Capital City: Manila
-Language: English, Tagalog
-Population: about 107,868,231,
-Exchange Rate
: 1 peso, about 26 won
-Time Difference
: 1 hour slower than Korea
-Temperature: National annual
average 16~38°C
(Statistic: Mar, 2016 Standard)

Baguio City
-Location: Chief city in Northern
Luzon, highland of 1,500m
elevation, 224km northwards
from Manila
-Population: about 360,000
-The average temperature of
the year 13~20°C
(Statistic: Mar, 2016 Standard)

Surfing in San Fernando

Flower
Flower
Festival
Festival

The Best Language Training Place,
Baguio, Philippines

WHY BAGUIO

A City with Educational Environment
Baguio city boasts a cool temperature the whole year
round – quite similar to Korea’s Spring and Autumn
temperature. This kind of temperature is the ideal and
the most conducive-to-learning temperature.

A Launch Point City to other Famous Tourist Spots
A Safe City
“The taxi drivers in Baguio City never intend to keep
their change as tip!” this is a sentence repeated over
and over by people who came to Baguio City for
language training. Baguio people are simple yet
optimistic and are very friendly to of foreigners.
Baguio City is known to be a city of education, rest
and leisure, and recognized by domestic and foreign
tourists as the safest city in the Philippines. The Presid
ential Mansion, Philippine Military Academy, Country
Club Golf Course, Club John Hay, and Burn ham Park
are some of the tourist destinations in the city.

An English Speaking City
Baguio City was developed as a resort city for the
American soldiers. The city’s architect was Daniel
Burnham, who also designed Washington, D.C. As a
prime destination for American soldiers, the
American culture and language has seeped into life
of Baguio people which led to the adoption of
English as the first language to some and second
language to many.

Baguio City is surrounded by equally famous tourist
destinations: San Fernando beach, a global surfing
point where Americans and Europeans love to visit, is
an hour away north of Baguio; Banaue (Rice Terraces)
known as Eighth Wonder of the World; Sagada where
you can experience caving and trekking and be
immersed with the Cordillera Culture and Tradition;
Hundred Islands known for its hundred island
formation and beautiful beaches. Since there are
various kind of exotic activity you may enjoy, it is easy
to find somewhere you can rest whenever you need.

An Education City of the Philippines
Baguio City is an education hub. It is a host to 10 prime
universities, three medical colleges, the Philippine
Military Academy and an array of Language Academies.
BECI Language Academy provides the highest quality of
1:1 class with carefully selected and trained teachers,
located at a prime location in the city.

BECI,
NEW BECI STORY
Reasons to stick to BECI Language Academy
First.
Educational
Program

We have been conducting ‘SP program’ (Speaking Prescription) that carefully processes errors and
provides intervention in expressions, vocabularies, and grammar that students utter. SP also
concentrates on pronunciation remediation under the ‘Rehab Program.’ These programs are
known as BECI’s proud strengths where students improve their English language and gain their
own experiences of quality language training in Philippines.

Second.
The Best
Facilities

BECI’s lecture building, dormitory, and community facilities were built by authorized architects.
These facilities are furnished with modern equipment. The lounge in the fifth floor of the
dormitory building is furnished with a floor-to-ceiling glass window that features panoramic view
of nature. The lounge has a cafeteria where students can dine, relax, and rest.

Third.
Nationality
Ratio

35% of the population of BECI Language Academy are Japanese, Taiwanese, Chinese, Mongolian,
Vietnamese, and etc. With these various nationalities, classes take an international composition
necessarily adopting an exciting and meaningful interaction among students.

BECI
AND
Its NEW CAMPUS
BECI Academy with Double Guaranteed Security
BECI Language Academy’s lecture building, dormitory building, and community center are a stone’s throw away from
each other. Resting areas are also located inside and outside of buildings. Sports area and facility like as foot volleyball,
basketball court, table tennis, badminton court etc. are strategically located within campus. Stalls, laundry shop,
massage shop etc. are also inplace.
The utmost safety is guaranteed since all of the buildings are built with solid construction materials. The facilities are
equipped with quality insulations for fire protection. Moreover, security guard is positioned in each building giving the
assurance of 24-7 protection.

BECI
FACILITIES

Facility Information

Dormitory
Building

Community
Building

Dormitory building is where BECI lounge
is located for students to study freely
and rest. The 5th floor where BECI
lounge located has cafeteria and
internet lounge, and a wonderful view
of Green Valley’s Environment.

Community building is where BECI
offices are located: BECI Management,
Educational Affairs and Accommodation
Services. Visa and Immigration matters
are also taken care of in this building. In
addition, The same building also houses
the SPEAK-UP room where students can
practice speaking aloud, Speaking
Prescription Center, and the Rehab
Center.

Lecture
Building

Lecture building is where all classes take
place - 1:1 class, group class, night class,
and etc.

Others

Within and around the campus grounds
are the external facilities, sports facilities
such as walk way, badminton,
basketball, table tennis court and
convenient facilities such as BBQ spot,
massage shop are located.

BECI
CLASSROOM

A
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A. 1:1 Study Environment
B. 1:1 Study Room
C. Group Study Room
D. SP Recording Room
E. Group Study
Environment

B

D

E

DORMITORY
& LOUNGE

Dormitory
Information by Floor
5F BECI Lounge
4F Dormitory
3F Dormitory
2F Dormitory
1F Dormitory

BECI Dormitory Building
Dormitory of BECI Language Academy is built with high-class construction materials
that all the facilities including thermal insulation are great enough, and the best hot
water plumbing system in Philippines is equipped. Also the interior is designed by
architect for modern environment. It is easy to move from dormitory to lecture building
which is just 30 meters away, especially student may come down to dormitory to rest
after studying late in lounge which is located in 5th floor of the building. Dormitory has
rooms for 1,2,3,4,6,8 person/s, and please refer to the contents below to see the
details

BECI
LOUNGE

Provided space with panoramic view of Baguio to rest and to study, BECI Lounge.
It is located in the Dormitory building, there is a cafeteria inside where you can easily go get a
bite and order a drink to quench your thirst.
*Equipped Facilities:
BECI Lounge, Opened Self-Study Space, Internet Lounge, Cafeteria, Laundry Room, Male/Female
Dormitory

BECI LOUNGE
& CAFETERIA

BECI
DORMITORY
Room for 1 person

Room for 2 persons

Type of Dormitory
Room for 1,2,3 person/s

Individual Desk

Room Facilities

Room, bathroom,
washroom, terrace
Furniture
Single bed, individual
desk, common
refrigerator

Room for 3 persons

Panoramic View from the
Terrace

BECI
DORMITORY
Room for 4
(2 single beds in 2 rows)

A desk in a room for 4
persons

Type of Dormitory
Room for 4, 6 person/s
Room Facilities

Room, bathroom,
Furniture
Single bed, individual
desk, common
refrigerator

Room for 6
(3 single beds in 3 row)

Hallway equipped with fire
protection facility
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BECI PROGRAM
SEMI SPARTA PROGRAM : SPEED ESL (9hrs)
It is a semi-Sparta program with the longest history in BECI Language Academy and also an ESL program chosen by
the most number of students who determined to have language training in The Philippines and came to BECI
Language Academy. This program is an open program for beginners, intermediate, and also advanced students.
Students are trained professionally with all of the modules so that students may be able to deal with English
through balanced study on each areas of the English Language namely: Speaking, Listening, Reading, and Writing.

1:1 class
4 hours

Group class
2 hours

Night class
3 hours

-Speaking / Listening
-Reading / Writing

-Class by level
-Instructional material made by
lecturer

-Native’s Conversation Class
-Grammar Class
-Sentence Pattern Class
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BECI PROGRAM
SPARTA PROGRAM : SPARTA ESL (11hrs)
+ SP Test once a week and SP Class
+ 1 week Rehab Program during training
It is a program more tightly scheduled than the normal ESL program as it is only focused on the improvement of ling
uistic ability from the first day until the last day of the student. This program is more for the passive students who b
asically need other’s control than the actively studying student therefore, going out during weekdays is not allowed.
Besides, this Sparta program concentrates on correcting every single
student’s speaking and gives student a chance to correct the wrong expressions perfectly through SP program. For t
hose who take more than 8 week training, the last one week is focused on studying speaking, pronunciation, and sp
ecialized class by attending Rehab (pronunciation correction) program.

1:1 class
5 hours

-Speaking / Listening
-Reading / Writing / Grammar

Group class
3 hours

l
-Instructional material made by
lecturer
-1 hour for SP class
- Pronunciation Class

Night class
3 hours

-Vocabulary Class
-Grammar Class
-Listening/Speaking Class
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BECI PROGRAM
IELTS Guaranteed Class
11hrs

TOEIC (+200 Guaranteed Increase
Score) 11hrs

The Guaranteed IELTS +1.0-1.5* program is overseen by
teachers with Overall Band Scores of 8.0 and above.
This program guarantees an IELTS band increase of 1.0
to 1.5* from the IELTS entry mock examination. The
IELTS team has studied the types of questions for both
Academic and General Module and has prepared
modules that effectively increase a student’s
understanding of the questions encountered in the IELTS.
Furthermore, separate native speaking classes both
under American-English and British-English speakers
ensure that students are familiarized with the native
accents encountered in the test. The weekly mock
examinations also help increase the student’s confidence
in tackling the live IELTS.

The TOEIC +200 program is coordinated by teachers
with perfect official TOEIC score. This program
guarantees a 200-point increase in the student’s
previous official TOEIC score. The program teaches
analyzing question types, test-taking strategies and
general preparation for the TOEIC test. Moreover, TOEIC
speaking is also in the curriculum for students who want
to practice TOEIC speaking patterns which can also be
applied in everyday conversation.

1:1 class
4 hours
-IELTS speaking
-IELTS listening
-IELTS reading
-IELTS grammar

Group class
2 hours
-Callan Method
-British Accent
Familiarization
Class

Night class 5 hours
- American English
Speaking Class
- IELTS Mock Tests
- Vocabulary Exam
- Vocabulary
Review
- Vocabulary Study

1:1
class
4 hours
-TOEIC Speaking
-TOEIC Listening
-TOEIC Reading
-Grammar

Group
class
2 hours
-Grammar,
Vocabulary &
Strategies
-Optional ESL
Group Class

Night
class
5 hours
-Mock Test
-Discussion of
Mock Test
-Group Study
-Vocabulary
Self Study
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BECI PROGRAM
BUSINESS 4 week Course
The Business English Course is a four-Week Course for students and employed whose desire is to acquire skills in
Business English. The BE Course includes modules in Business Writing like Cover Letter Writing, Resume Writing,
Business Correspondence, and Business Vocabularies. The BE Course also covers Job Interview Skills and Business
Presentation Skills.

This course requires change fee of
6,000 peso in a local area.

1st, 2nd
JOB
HUNTING

Writing a Cover Letter / Making a Resume
Job Interview /Classified Ads
The Job Advertisement

3rd
BUSINESS
LETTER

Words to Know Inquiry Letter, Complaint Letter,
Request Letter, Follow up Letter
Adjustment Letter, Sample Incentive Sales Letter,
Refusal Letter, Price Change Notice. Sales Letter,
Selling Incentive Sales Letter

4th
BUSINESS
Procedure

Getting Down to Business
Preparing, Making Arranging, Distributing and
Setting an Agenda
Business Memo
Presentation Proper, Telephone Meeting
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Intensive Speaking
Prescribing Program

Speaking
Prescription
Summary
Checking the improved
ability during language
training and catching
student’s
weakness(vocabulary,
grammar or pronunciation
etc.) to help student to
concentrate in a pertinent
field

System of Test

System of Test

Records all the processes,
Methods include interview,
encouraging student’s
active participation
through various methods
such as question and
answer, picture description,
and explanation of a topic

A professional teacher in charge of SP transcribes the
student spoken output from a recorded video and checks
the errors on grammar, pronunciation, and fluency. The
grades are divided into 9 scoring categories based on an
objective rating standard(based on pronunciation, stress,
intonation, vocabulary, context consistency, content
accuracy, understanding of listener, accurate grammar,
flexible use of well-polished expression etc.). The score
generated from these categories serve as the basis of
student’s level.

SP TEST Process
Entrance Level Test
(Assessment)
SP Teacher’s Evaluation 1
(Written sheet)

SP Level Test (Speaking
Evaluation, once a week)
SP Teacher’s Evaluation 1
(Recorded sheet)

Video Recording
(Recoding of Speaking)
Consultation with SP result
(Class Direction)

Video Coding
(Transcripting of Speaking)
SP
Class Proceeding

SP IN DETAIL
Pronunciation
Correction
A teacher in charge of SP
recording catches the
wrong pronunciation and
guides to correct
pronunciation

Grammar Correction
Correct the wrong
structured sentences to
an appropriate structure

General Expression
Correction
Correct the unnatural
expressions and guide to
simple expression
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SP RESULT ANALYSIS
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-------------------------------------

SP Result Analysis

------------------------------------The main goal of SP is to increase the
number of commonly used expressions,
and to immediately correct the errors of
the students so that they would be able to
use correct expressions in every day
conversation.
Students will be able to use correct
expressions and correct pronunciation
immediately through this program within a
week and know the level of completeness
of the expressions after 3 to 4 weeks.

Criteria for Analysis
grammar,
understanding,
sentence
composition,
vocabulary, stress
etc.

The leveling of the scores of SP is set from
1 to 9. 4 to 6 refers to intermediate level,
and 7 to 9 refers to near advanced level.
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Intensive Pronunciation
Correction Program

Rehab program
Intensive Pronunciation Correction Program: Rehab Program

Summary

Content

Student

The SP(Speaking Prescription) program is
BECI’s new program which solves individual
student’s chronic problem, and is a special
program which clearly settles ‘pronunciation’
problem known as the greatest weakness of
language training in Philippines.
Grammar and Pronunciation lessons are
taught by native speaker teachers –American
and British. Classes are composed of less
than 5 people and is done for 1 week in a
given term.
Sparta student who is stressed with his/her
weakness in pronunciation and grammar

Time

8 A.M ~ 5 P.M(British/American Teacher)
7 P.M ~ 9 P.M (Filipino Teacher)

Class

British and American teacher alternately
teach one class (1hr 30min) about
pronunciation and review with Filipino
teacher (3 hrs).

Remark

EOP(English Only Policy) during Rehab
program and separate management from
other students

Much different level of activity in Baguio

BECI ACTIVITY
Surfing, World Cultural Heritage Expedition,
and Horse-Back Riding Experience!
Fantastic activity spots are hidden near and around
Baguio City, Philippines.
Let’s Hit the Road!
Surfing experience in San Fernando beach located less
than two hours away from Baguio City by car; Banaue
where you can witness the beauty of the Rice Terraces;
Trekking and caving experience in Sagada; Travel to
Vigan and experience influences of the Spanish culture
and architecture.
Take a Walk!
Students may play golf at the World-class Country Club
Golf Course; Do horse-back riding, and camping at the
outskirts of Baguio City. Also students may enjoy a lot
of activities inside BECI with an environment of sports
experience.
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Outreach Program which you can enjoy ONLY
in BECI

BECI OUTREACH
PROGRAM

They learned English from BECI and apply their English Skills through community-based activities
BECI Language Academy guides students to improve their English ability through activities and interaction with
people. The main platform for BECI students in sharing their talents in an immersion activity is the ‘Outreach
Program’. With this program, BECI students get to improve their practical English by being an active participant in
cooperative and collaborative activities with local high schools and universities as they share their talents in their
given field through lectures, presentations and /or demonstrations. With the guidance of a coach, speaking skills
for negotiation and discussion, and question and answer are acquired. Recently, a ‘Cooking for a Cause’, a
cooking class, was held with Baguio local children. Here BECI students get to showcase their traditional food, use
English in their cooking class, and feed local children.

